
Pun Intended 

A few years after the apprehensive principal inside our middle school had done his best to 
articulate personal fears about a hidden, continued segregation, I read the words of a thoughtfully 
well-spoken school reform critic.  Possibly aware of the direct pun in her statement, warily she 
pointed to our nation’s current cultivation of a two-tiered educational system.  A system, she 
warned?

Which served to lock certain children into a downward trajectory.  
A two-tiered structure where the test score categories produced by each year’s ever more 

disruptive and ever more community-weakening “transformations” not only separated students, 
but, through the additional construction of each consequently exclusive limited-seat/limited-
services choice school, manufactured a modern-day educational system capable of sustaining an 
increasingly visible socio-economic and cultural segregation.* 

A system where, year after year?
The unfettered inundation of test score separations provoked a supplemental Big-Money-

lucrative disruption into our nation’s lowest-income schools.  
A disruption which included:
The assertively deregulated flow of shallowly mismanaged short-lived reforms.
The extreme non-kinetic, non-creative narrowing of local course offerings.
The instructor-weakening rigidity of a punitively forced pre-scripted curricula.  
The escalating lack in a sincerely protected student-centered academic rigor.  
The humiliating denigration, and public labeling, of politically weakest schools. 
The overtly-attacked, disappearing respect for a long-term educator experience.  
All of these massively funded modern-day “innovations” expensively advertised as 

being, year upon year, what low-income children needed – being, in fact?
Destabilizing intrusions which, in actuality, served to undermine, isolate, malign and 

segregate. 
Bypassing true-life redress of the many disabling concerns which troubled lowest-scoring 

schools as they labored to inclusively serve local neighborhood students, minimally regulated 
reform disruptions alternately forced the poorest, the most culturally different, the most 
outwardly defiant students (those students most visibly unwelcome in increasingly regentrified, 
increasingly conservative environments) onto a path which did, indeed, funnel an ever-mounting 
number of aggressively labeled as “unacceptable” children directly, and almost certainly, into our 
nation’s progressively more demanded – and strategically waiting – jail cells.   

Jail cells which, as our Big Money manipulated nation continued to call out for the 
ongoing production of benevolently caring test scores (test scores now ever more able to help us 
statistically label, humiliate, denigrate and segregate) were carefully being prepared.  

Jail cells which, so unambiguously and vigilantly?
Could then be decisively locked behind them.
Shoot; in days ever more dramatically imbued with the high glitter and flash of an 

endlessly collected test score data; in days enthusiastically dedicated to the deregulated 
legislation of a hard-hitting test-score liability, some analysts – a few unusually thoughtful 
statisticians – had even begun to point to the fact that, with each year more decisively bent to a 
test-score-separating, statistically-denigrating accountability? Marching reflexively alongside our 
nation’s “school-to-prison pipeline,” minority male students were progressively more likely to 
end up behind bars than to enter into a college.  



So.  
Well, damn!  
How fortunate was it that our country was already so perceptively on the ball, designing 

and building those necessarily additional cells. 

*A choice-school/student-separating educational structure which critics now recognize as being able to both create 
and sustain an increasingly inequitable system of race-and-culture-dividing “apartheid” schools. (This is the point, in 
fact, at which those who most clearly understand the devestations brought by a test-based statistical “reform” say 
that the grain leaves the chaff: You cannot say that you are against “reform” –– but then continue to call out for 
testing.)


